The story so far…
So what is
going on?

Charities today exist in
contradictory times.
*

Skepticism and negative stories about administrative
costs are rising, yet so are donations.

*

Nonprofits face “donor fatigue” due to the amount of
nonprofit communications, yet one viral campaign saw
millions happily become colder, wetter and a little poorer
in the name of an ALS Charity.

*

We have one of the most generous
generations in history becoming the
most populous in the U.S. –Millennials—
but they are also tough customers.

The Challenge:
Find a way to position Variety’s work as important and
effective in a crowded marketplace, and show millennials why
they should be part of it.

insights
Attitudinal

CULTURAL

behavioral

Millennials are socially conscious,
but care about
issues, not organizations. They are
driven by personal connections
and want to get involved to see
the impact of their action.

Nonprofits face
increased skepticism over donation
spending to deliver services, and
fatigue around the number of
causes. Persistent negative
stories have made
advocacy less resonant.

Successful nonprofit campaigns
embraced social and digital media
and use technology to make giving
easier and more compelling.

“84 percent of millennials made
a charitable donation in 2014,
and 70 percent spent at least
an hour volunteering, ”

"It seems like every other day, we
hear of a new one
[nonprofit]...which of course, leads
to so-called "donor fatigue“

“Crowdfunding sites like
Kickstarter offer the most
valuable way for millennials to
channel their charitable giving”

CNBC, December 2015

The Chicago Tribune, Oct 2015

Reuters, December 2015

Objective and strategy

Key Insight –
Millennials want a
practical way to fix
the issue, not fix their
guilt

*

Communications Objective –
Make it personal and
transparent

Strategy – Make it
positive and fun

*

*

Build an emotional connection between

Tell children's stories in an

Millennials want to feel part of

donor and beneficiary in a way that

the solution to issues that

inspiring and interactive way

allows donors to see the impact of their

move them, not just be made

that makes taking action easy,

action.

exciting and rewarding.

aware of the problems and
throw money at them.

We have moved away from a focus on the limitations of
disabilities to instead embrace a celebratory tone that
recognizes overcoming adversity.
For example, the growing popularity of the Paralympics and
the explosion of online videos sharing these emotional stories
have shown how these remarkable women and men inspire all
of us. Young or old, they are not depictions of people held
back by their circumstances, but show awe-inspiring
perseverance that makes them heroes in our eyes.

The equipment Variety provides is not
about making up for something lacking; it
is about building strength, confidence, and
independence.
These children are extraordinary. Their stories drive
us to be better. They are the heroes of our hearts.

But like all superheroes, they need a side-kick, a
support team, gadgets and equipment to assist
them. So we want to ask millennials to…

Help our little heroes!

HOW IT WORKS

Heroes of the Heart puts the “feeling good” back in “doing good” and transforms apathy to empathy by
illustrating, quite literally, the children stories of the Freedom Program in a positive and emotional way and
then allows users to be a part of the story genuinely, take action, and see the real impact of their efforts.

Volume 1
Awareness
Amplify Life-Changing Impact

Use Strong Voice in Earned and Owned
Media to Emphasize Efforts-to-Date

Volume 2

Volume 3

Inspiration

Action

Underscore Need for
Support

Draw Simple Connection
From Donor to
Beneficiary

Source and Illustrate Stories of
Heroes-to-be-Helped through Social

Follow-up Stories Extend Initiative

Create Interactive Giving Hub to Drive
Targeted Donations

Volume 1: awareness
Just like fictional heroes need a Batmobile,
Cape or Utility Belt, the life-changing
mobility equipment Variety provides
allows these children to embrace the
superheroes they really are.

*

Create a series of animated clips showing how Variety has made a
difference to enable these children to live more fully and feel like
the superheroes they are.

*

Animations highlight micro-moments in children’s lives that show
relatable and emotional points in time.

*

Clips narrated by a beneficiary, parent or sibling who can bring the
story to life in an emotional and inspiring way.

*

Videos drive to a landing page where users can help other little
heroes.

Volume 2: inspiration
these authentic and honest stories need to
be told to show the need for support using
variety’s greatest strength: its heroes.

*

Beneficiaries: Source and tell via animated video stories of families
currently requesting grants from Freedom Program; share each
story online with unique hashtag (e.g., #HeroBrody) and encourage
additional requestors to share their stories.

*

Allies: Embrace deep roots in the entertainment world to create
content of Freedom Program beneficiaries interacting with
cinematic superheroes and/or being illustrated alongside animated
film characters to drive greater awareness of efforts.

*

Network: Utilize state-based Variety chapters to bring to a hyperlocal level by honoring one notable media personality or local
celebrity as a “Hero of the Heart” for dedication to raising
awareness of disabilities that inhibit mobility.

Volume 3: action
In a world of excessive crowdfunding and
nonprofit skepticism, Donors are fatigued
and need to see the impact of their actions

*

Create a new way of giving: A “Heroes of the Heart” digital giving
hub that makes giving easier, shows a measurable impact and
allows for donors to take up the cause on behalf of a personal
story by building mobility equipment piece-by-piece; allows for
promotion by donors and requestors.

*

Embrace allies: Use media and online influencers to share out
individual stories and increase donations one story at a time.

*

Drive content engine: Work with families to create editorial and
“unpolished” video to be featured in profiles for site and social.

*

Spread the word: Pitch earned integration series with national
broadcast morning show for “Heroes of the Heart” series
sharing one story a week for a predetermined length of time.

Amplifying the impact

Earned Media

Follow-up stories

Owned media

Pitch animated success
stories, grant requestor
videos, and giving hub to
national online and
broadcast lifestyle and
health media, aligned with
waves of roll-out.

Post-funding, highlight follow-up
patient stories as 2nd wave of
success on owned media Use
patient stories to create ongoing
owned and earned content
throughout campaign to extend
direct line between
donations and impact.

Unite social efforts of Variety
national and Variety chapters to
ensure wide distribution and
localization of angles. Content is
at the heart of the effort and
highlighting these stories on site,
social and beyond through
activation is essential.

Time, Money, and measurement
Sep

OCT

NOV

DEC

jan

feb

Awareness

Inspiration & ACTION

Sept. launch of animated
stories pulsed out through midNovember. Beginning of social
content engine that exists
through activation and beyond.

Capitalize on increased giving around
holidays by sharing stories of those in
need, amplifying through Variety
Allies/Network, and creating a new way to
take action through Giving Hub.

$125,000

$300,000

mar

APR

MAY

Amplifying the Impact
Use follow-up patient stories to
show impact, expand media
efforts and unite and grow
Variety’s social presence

$75,000

Drive Awareness: Video views, shares, engagement, hashtag usage, media impressions,
page visits, social follower growth and other digital/social metrics

To Inspire and create Action:
Increase in: volume of donations, donation amount, number of grants funded, giving hub visits
And make a Lasting impact:
Increase in grant requests, sustained donation elevation beyond May 2016, increase in
partnership requests at local and national level, benchmarking survey to assess
pre- and post-campaign consumer perception and awareness

